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Abstract
Recently, Webster and MacLin demonstrated a face-distortion after-effect (FDAE) for both upright and inverted faces:
adaptation to a distorted face makes a normal face appear distorted in the direction opposite to the adapting direction.
Neurophysiological studies (e.g. Experimental Brain Research 65 (1986) 38) show that face-selective neurons in the superior
temporal sulcus (STS) are remarkably size-invariant in their responses. If the site of adaptation underlying the FDAE is the
homologous neuron population in human vision, then the FDAE should also be highly tolerant to changes in size between
adapting and test faces. Here, we test this prediction. Observers were adapted to distorted upright/inverted faces of three different
sizes (3.3°×3.7°, 6.6°×7.5°, and 13.1°×14.8°). For adapting faces of all three sizes, observers adjusted test faces of all three sizes
until they appeared normal. Significant FDAEs were observed in all conditions. For both upright and inverted faces, FDAEs were
approximately twice as strong when adapting and test faces were the same size than when they differed by even a single octave
in size. The magnitudes of FDAEs were comparable for upright and inverted faces. The larger FDAEs for same-size adapting and
test faces suggest that part of the FDAE derives from a neuron population with narrow size-tuning. However, the significant
FDAEs obtained for adapting and test images differing by two octaves implicate a different neuron population with broad
size-tuning, possibly the human homolog of the face-selective neuron population in monkey STS. © 2001 Published by Elsevier
Science Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Recently, Webster and MacLin (1999) demonstrated
that adaptation to a distorted face causes a normal face
to appear (oppositely) distorted. For example, adapta-
tion to a face whose internal features have been verti-
cally elongated causes the internal features of a normal
test face to appear vertically compressed. This face-dis-
tortion after-effect (FDAE) offers a promising window
into the mechanisms of human face perception.
Webster and MacLin obtained several important re-
sults about the FDAE. First, they showed that one also
has a FDAE for inverted faces. That is, adaptation to a
distorted, inverted face induces an apparent distortion
in a normal, inverted face. However, there is very little
transfer of the FDAE from an inverted (upright) adapt-
ing face to an upright (inverted) test face. The distor-
tions used by Webster and MacLin were vertically and
horizontally symmetric, and hence invariant with re-
spect to stimulus inversions. Thus, the failure of the
FDAE to transfer across oppositely oriented adapting
and test faces suggests that the FDAE derives primarily
from adaptation to facial structure, rather than simply
from adaptation to low-level features influenced by the
distortion gradient.
They also observed that the FDAE is asymmetric in
an interesting sense. One might have thought that the
FDAE reflected a general process by which adaptation
to a given distorted face D tends to make all other faces
appear more different from D than they would without
adaptation. Such is the case, for example, if one adapts
to sinusoidal gratings. Adaptation to a grating of a
given frequency, f, makes gratings of frequency higher
(lower) than f appear even higher (lower) in frequency
than they would without adaptation. The FDAE, how-
ever, does not conform to this pattern. Such a rule
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would predict that staring for 5 min at a normal face
would tend to make distorted faces appear less normal
(i.e. heighten the perceived distortions of distorted
faces). Webster and MacLin, however, could find no
evidence of such an effect. Adaptation to distorted
faces alters the appearance of a normal face; however,
adaptation to a normal face has no effect on the
appearance of distorted faces.
The evidence is convincing that the FDAE derives
primarily from adaptation of some neural population
specifically involved in some sort of face-processing;
however, the functional role of this neuron population
remains unclear. We process faces for various purposes:
for example, we analyze facial information to identify
people, but also to infer their intentions and emotional
states, and to decipher what they are saying. It is by no
means clear that these various purposes are subserved
by a single face-processing pathway in the brain. On the
contrary, recent evidence suggests that many specific
face-processing tasks are handled by separate neuron
populations. For example, it is known that neurons in
the amygdala register fear content in facial expressions
(Adolphs, Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1994; Morris
et al., 1996, 1998; Broks et al., 1998; Adolphs et al.,
1999; Anderson & Phelps, 2000; Hariri, Bookheimer,
Susan, & Mazziotta, 2000), while other neurons in the
insula and putamen gauge the level of disgust expressed
by a face (Calder, Keane, Manes, Antoun, & Young,
2000). If one examines the range of distorted faces used
by Webster and MacLin (Fig. 1), it becomes quickly
evident that these faces differ both in apparent identity
and in emotional affect. On the one hand, many of
these faces, although they are all distortions of the same
normal face, look like different people. On the other
Fig. 1. Test stimuli generated by vertical and horizontal expansion and contraction. A given distortion is characterized by a pair (h, ) of
expansion factors, where each of h and V is between −1 and 1. In the figure, the horizontal expansion factor, h, varies from left to right and
the vertical expansion factor, V, varies from top to bottom. Positive values of h () expand internal facial features horizontally (vertically); negative
values contract them. The undistorted face has distortion indices (h, )= (0, 0) and is situated in the middle of the figure.
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hand, some of these faces appear much more angry
and pugnacious than do others. Thus, the FDAE
may well derive from adaptation of face-processing
neurons subserving various different purposes, includ-
ing both identification and analysis of affect.
1.1. Size-coding in face representations
Many studies have now investigated size-tuning in
face-selective neurons of monkey inferotemporal cor-
tex (specifically, the superior temporal sulcus (STS)).
Such face-selective neurons were first documented by
Perrett, Rolls, and Caan (1979). In a follow-up study,
Perrett, Rolls, and Caan (1982) reported on 48 face-
selective cells in STS. As they observed, these neurons
were remarkably size-invariant in their responses:
Analysis throughout the study with photographs
where viewing distance was held constant but facial
size varied from picture to picture and with real
faces, failed to reveal obvious effects of size. This
constancy of response for different image sizes of
faces was confirmed for each of 14 cells tested with
real faces viewed at different distances. These dis-
tances varied from 20 cm to more than 2 m.
Rolls and Baylis (1986) scrutinized somewhat more
carefully the tolerance to changes in size (and also to
changes in stimulus contrast) of face-selective neurons
in STS. Their conclusions concerning the size-tuning
of these neurons were more complicated than that of
Perrett et al. (1982). Although most of the neurons
they tested showed a high degree of size invariance
(remarkably, the median size change tolerated with a
response of greater than half the maximal response
was 12 times!), for most of the neurons studied, the
size of the stimulus did affect the response. Some
neurons (3 of them) responded maximally to the
smallest face, with response decreasing gradually with
increasing face size; other cells (11 of them) showed
the reverse pattern (responding maximally to large
faces, and gradually less to smaller and smaller faces);
still other neurons (13 of them) were maximally sensi-
tive to faces of intermediate size, with responses ta-
pering off for very small and very large faces. In
addition, there were six neurons whose responses were
essentially invariant to changes in stimulus size over a
broad range of sizes.
Two other points about the findings of Rolls and
Baylis (1986) deserve mention. First, most of the neu-
rons studied responded significantly more strongly to
a real face than they did to a digitized image of the
same face. Second, although most of the neurons
studied were selectively responsive for face images of
different sizes measured in retinal degrees, this was
not the case for several of the neurons. For these
neurons, what mattered was the size of the image on
the monitor screen, irrespective of viewing distance.
Thus, these neurons were responding to physical face
size in a distance-invariant fashion.
The main point, then, that emerges from Rolls and
Baylis (1986) is that face-selective neurons in STS
tend to be very broadly tuned to stimulus size. Im-
portantly, however, most of these neurons do show
distinct (if broad) tuning for size. It thus seems likely
that within the ensemble of face-selective neurons in
STS, full information about face size (perhaps both
about physical size and retinal image size) is pre-
served.
Further evidence concerning the size-tolerance of
human face-coding comes from a recent fMRI study
of Grill-Spector, et al. (1999). This study investigated
the response properties of the ‘lateral occipital com-
plex’ (LOC), a region situated lateral to areas V4/V8.
The method exploited the fact that higher-order hu-
man visual areas show a reduction in fMR when pre-
sented with repetitions of the same stimulus. This
fMR reduction is referred to as ‘functional magnetic
resonance adaptation’ (fMR-A). One experiment is
particularly relevant for our purposes. This experi-
ment examined the degree to which fMR-A general-
ized across various different transformations of face
images. In particular, Grill-Spector et al. (1999) mea-
sured the degree of fMR-A induced by test face im-
ages identical to adapting images except for a change
in size. Several points are worth noting about their
results. First, they found that LOC divides into two
functionally distinct regions, a caudal–dorsal region
(LO) and a posterior fusiform region (PF/LOa). LO
exhibited nearly complete recovery from adaptation
when test images were transformed by a change in
size. By contrast, PF/LOa showed significant transfer
of fMR-A across changes in size from adapting to
test face images. This suggests that those neurons in
LO that respond to face stimuli do not tolerate
changes in image size. By contrast, neurons in PF/
LOa that respond to face stimuli are relatively
broadly tuned to size. However, it should also be
noted that even in PF/LOa, the transfer of fMR-A
across changes in size is far from perfect: a change in
size between adapting and test images led to a 68%
recovery of fMR, as compared to only a 38% recov-
ery when the test image was identical to the adapting
image. Thus, neurons in PF/LOa are not perfectly
size-invariant. Furthermore, the adaptation indicated
by FMR reduction is independent of which stimulus
is used so long as this stimulus is repeated. By con-
trast, as shown by Webster and MacLin (1999), the
FDAE is dependent on the nature of the adapting
stimulus: normal faces do not produce a FDAE,
while distorted faces do.
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1.2. Size-coding in object representations
There has been a great deal of work investigating
size-tuning in visual object representations (Ashbridge
& Perrett, 1998; Budesen & Larsen, 1975; Larsen &
Bundesen, 1978; Besner, 1983; Larsen, 1985; Dickerson,
1986; Ellis, Allport, Humphreys, & Collis, 1986; Joli-
coeur, 1987; Jolicoeur & Besner, 1987; Biederman &
Cooper, 1991). In most of these studies, performance
has shown susceptibility to variations in stimulus size.
For example, Jolicoeur and Besner (1987) asked observ-
ers to judge whether two meaningless shapes were
similar. They found that response time increased with
the size difference between the two test shapes.
In contrast to most other findings, however, Bieder-
man and Cooper (1992) present results suggesting that
object recognition might use a size-invariant representa-
tion scheme. They investigated the influence of size
variations on speeded naming of everyday objects in a
repetition-priming paradigm. They found that: (1) the
time required to name an object depicted in a test
image was reduced if observers were previously primed
with a presentation of the test image; (2) the amount of
priming obtained using the test image itself was signifi-
cantly greater than the amount obtained using an image
depicting a different exemplar of the same object; but
(3) the amount of priming obtained using a rescaled
(either enlarged or reduced) version of the test image
was no less than the amount obtained using the test
image itself. In addition, they showed that none of the
priming advantage of identical images over images of
other exemplars is due to low-level image features.
Rather, this visual priming seems to be due to shared
geons in the priming and test images. Biederman and
Cooper (1992) argue that the speeded naming task is
ideally suited to isolate object identification processes
such as are hypothesized to occur in the ventral path-
way (Milner & Goodale, 1995). They further suggest
that other paradigms (e.g. episodic memory tasks in
which the observer attempts to judge whether he/she
has previously seen a given object) may engage not only
identification processes of the ventral pathway, but also
dorsal processes that may be size-specific. Their conjec-
ture is thus that (ventrally mediated) object identifica-
tion processes are size-invariant.
Neurological results suggest that information about
object size is preserved in the ventral pathway. For
example, Cohen, Grey, Meyrignac, Dehaene, and
Degos (1994) investigated two patients with focal le-
sions in the posterior part of the ventral pathway (areas
18 and 19). To both patients, the apparent size of a
given object depended on the hemifield in which the
object was presented. Other aspects of object appear-
ance (e.g. color and shape) were largely unaffected in
these patients. It should be noted, however, that this
finding does not necessarily contradict the conjecture of
Biederman and Cooper (1992). It might be the case that
the ventral stream uses a size-invariant computation to
identify objects while at the same time using an inde-
pendent, parallel computation to extract and code ob-
ject size.
1.3. Releance of object studies
Results obtained using object stimuli may, however,
have very little relevance for our understanding of
size-coding in face perception. The research of Bieder-
man and colleagues over the years (Biederman & Ju,
1987; Biederman & Cooper, 1991; Fiser & Biederman,
1995; Broks et al., 1998) argues that object recognition
is mediated by a parts-based representation. By con-
trast, face-recognition processes seem to use holistic
representations (Diamond & Carey, 1986; Farah, 1992;
McKone, Martini, & Nakayama, 1999). Object- and
face-processing also differ in the degree to which the
two classes of images tolerate transformation into line
drawings. For example, line drawings of objects show-
ing only major object parts are identified as rapidly and
as accurately as full color, detailed images of those
objects (Biederman & Ju, 1987); however, Leder (1996)
showed that observers’ sensitivity to structural changes
in faces is decreased for line drawings in comparison to
photographs. Moreover, shading information (sac-
rificed in line drawings) is crucial to our representation
of faces. This is suggested first of all by the observation
that it is much more difficult to discern the identity of
a familiar face from its photographic negative than
from the original photograph, and has been corrobo-
rated in repetition priming experiments. For example,
Bruce, Burton, Carson, Hanna, and Mason (1994)
showed that altering the gray-level pattern used to
depict a familiar test face from that used in the priming
face reduced priming by 40% (from the level achieved
by priming with an image identical to the test face),
even though the priming and test faces were identical
aside from these changes in shading. The evident dis-
parities between face and object processing thus suggest
that size-coding may operate very differently in these
two domains.
1.4. Current project
In this paper, we investigate the size-tuning of the
FDAE. If the primary site of adaptation producing the
FDAE is the population of neurons homologous to
that investigated by Perrett et al. (1979) and by Rolls
and Baylis (1986) in monkey, then the FDAE should be
largely invariant with respect to moderate (or even
quite large) changes in image size. However, if the
FDAE is due to adaptation of some other neuron
population, then the FDAE may be less tolerant to
changes in image size.
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Fig. 2. Protocol of an experimental session. Each session comprised three stages. In the training stage, the observer received practice (with
feedback) in adjusting a distorted test face so as to match a normal face. Ten successful adjustments were required to move on to the next stage
(see text for details). In the baseline stage, we assess the performance of the observer in adjusting (without feedback, and without adaptation to
a distorted face) a randomly selected distorted test face to appear normal. Ten settings are obtained (see text for details). In the testing stage, we
first adapt the observer to a distorted face and then assess the performance of the observer at adjusting (without feedback) a randomly selected,
distorted test face to appear normal. Ten settings are obtained (see text for details).
Although the neurons in STS tolerate large changes
in image size, most of them are, in fact, tuned to image
size. That is, most of them respond differentially to
different image sizes. Moreover, some are selectively
tuned to small faces, some to large, and some to
intermediate-sized faces. As noted above, this implies
that the ensemble of face-selective neurons within STS
collectively preserves information about face size. Thus,
it is conceivable that neurons whose input is derived
exclusively from face-selective neurons in STS might
demonstrate much sharper tuning for image size than is
typically found in STS, itself. Indeed, the fact that
information about face size is preserved in STS suggests
strongly that this information is actually used to inform
computations downstream from STS. Thus, even if it
turns out that the FDAE is significantly more sharply
tuned to image size than face-selective neurons in STS,
this will not prove that the site of adaptation underly-




All experimental sessions follow the same fixed
format. Each session (see Fig. 2) comprises
successively:
1. a training stage, in which the observer receives
practice in adjusting a distorted face to appear
normal;
2. a baseline stage, in which the observer’s perfor-
mance is measured in adjusting a distorted face to
appear normal without prior adaptation to a dis-
torted face;
3. a testing stage, in which the observer’s performance
is measured in adjusting a distorted face to appear
normal following adaptation to a distorted face.
The strength of the FDAE in a given condition is
reflected by the difference between the settings obtained
in the testing and baseline stages. We now describe the
structure of each of these three stages in detail (illus-
trated in Fig. 2).
In the training stage (Fig. 2), the observer views a
sequence of images, alternating between 8 s of a normal
face and 1 s of test face with 0.5 s of blank screen
interposed between each face presentation. The observ-
er’s task is to adjust (by pressing two pairs of buttons)
the test face until it matches the undistorted face. Each
button press either increases or decreases the distortion
of the test face in either the vertical or horizontal
direction by 0.04 units. A button press can occur at any
time during the display sequence. When the observer
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decides that the test face matches the normal face, he
pushes a button to terminate the trial. If the test face
matches the undistorted face to a tolerance within 0.1
distortion units in each direction, then that trial is
counted as successful. The observer receives feedback on
whether or not the adjustment is successful for every
trial. The training stage ends as soon as the observer has
completed 10 successful trials.
In the baseline stage (Fig. 2), the observer views a
sequence of stimuli exactly the same as those viewed in
the training stage, except that the 8 s presentations of the
normal face are replaced by 8 s presentations of uniform
gray screen (equal in luminance to the background). The
observer’s task is to adjust the test face until it looks
undistorted. Every session has 10 trials. Unlike in the
training stage, however, in this stage, the observer does
not receive any feedback.
In the testing stage (Fig. 2), the observer is asked first
to look at a distorted face for 5 min. Then, the observer
looks at a sequence of stimuli exactly the same as those
viewed in the training stage, except that the 8 s presen-
tations of the normal face are replaced by 8 s presenta-
tions of the distorted adapting face to refresh the
FDAE. The observer’s task is to adjust the test face until
it looks normal. Every session has 10 trials. As in the
baseline stage, the observer receives no feedback.
2.2. Obserers
There were two observers. Observer CC knew the
purpose of the experiment. Observer CD was naı¨ve to
the purpose of the experiment. Both had corrected-to-
normal vision.
2.3. Stimuli and apparatus
The face images are the same as those used by
Webster and MacLin (1999). All test faces are generated
from a front view of a man’s face without expression.
The test images are generated by expanding or contract-
ing this original image in the horizontal and vertical
directions relative to a center located in the nose. The
amounts of local horizontal and vertical distortion (dis-
tortion indices) within the face are given by a two-di-
mensional Gaussian function of space, which falls to
zero at the face outline. These indices, combined with
the distortion amplitude, , are used to interpolate or
extrapolate the original image to generate the distortion
effects. The amplitude, , controls the magnitude of the
distortion. The sign of  controls whether the distortion
is an expansion or a contraction. This experiment has
both x and y ranging from −1 to 1 in steps of 0.04.
(For details, see Webster & MacLin, 1999) This gives a
total of 2601 images for each of the three sizes used in
the experiment (see Fig. 1). The images used are either
small, medium, or large, comprising 100×116, 200×
233, and 400×466 pixels, respectively (Fig. 4), corre-
sponding to 3.3°× 3.7°, 6.6°×7.5°, and 13.1°×14.8°
at a viewing distance of 0.55 m. The small and medium-
size images are generated by scaling the large images
using Gimp’s scale function (Kylander & Kylander,
2000).
The experiments were carried out on a Pentium II
machine running Linux. The programs were coded in
the language Tcl/Tk.
3. Experiment 1
We began by replicating Webster and MacLin’s
(1999) FDAE experiment. We also included conditions
in which the test face differed in size from the adapting
face. The adapting and training faces were fixed in size,
while testing faces varied over three sizes (equal, half,
and double the size of the adapting and training faces).
This experiment comprised 12 experimental sessions
(four different adapting faces×3 different test face
sizes). The training and adapting face images were
always medium in size (6.6°×7.5°), while the test face
images could be small, medium, or large (3.3°×3.7°,
6.6°×7.5°, and 13.1°×14.8°). The four different adapt-
ing images had maximal horizontal and vertical distor-
tions. They corresponded to the four corner images in
Fig. 1. The face in the upper-left corner has distortion
amplitudes (−1,1). The face in the upper-right corner
has amplitudes (1,1). The lower-left has amplitudes
(−1,−1), and the lower-right has amplitudes (1,−1).
In all phases of the experiment, the training and adapt-
ing images were always medium in size.
3.1. Results
Note, first, that all training sessions used only
medium-size faces. It is clear, however, that this training
was effective in enabling observers to produce accurate
settings with large and small test faces. The absolute
mean baseline settings are always smaller than 0.1
(where 0 corresponds to normal), with only one excep-
tion, which has a mean value of exactly 0.1. (Refer to
Zhao, 2000, for details.)
The experimental results also show that there are
significant FDAEs in all conditions. Independent sam-
ples t-tests were used to compare the settings pro-
duced in the baseline and testing stages of each
session. The P-values from these tests are generally quite
small. (Please refer to Zhao, 2000, for details.) They are
nearly always smaller than 0.05 with only two horizontal
p-values greater than 0.05. (For each observer, 10 of 12
horizontal p-values and all 12 vertical p-values were
less than 0.05.) The differences tend to be greater for
vertical distortion than for horizontal distortion, with
only one exception. (Please refer to Zhao, 2000, for
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Fig. 3. Results of Experiment 1. The upper (lower) three plots show data for CC (CD). Each plot shows the data from four sessions. The central
triangles in a given plot are the mean settings (each of 10 adjustments) from the baseline stages of four sessions. The diamonds show the mean
settings (each of 10 adjustments) obtained from four test stages. In each plot, the upper right (lower right) diamond was obtained after adaptation
to a distorted face with expansion factors (h, )= (1,1) ((h, )= (1,−1)); the upper left (lower left) diamond was obtained after adaptation to a
face with expansion factors (h, )= (−1,1) ((h, )= (−1,−1)). All adapting faces were medium size. The leftmost plot in each row gives results
when test faces were also medium size. The middle plot gives results for small test faces. The rightmost plot gives results for large test faces. Note
that FDAEs tend to be largest when test faces are equal in size to adapting faces. FDAEs are also slightly larger for small test faces than for large
test faces.
Fig. 4. Three different size faces used as stimuli. The face shown has expansion factors (h, )= (−1,1). This face (in its different sizes) was the
sole adapting face used in the Experiment 2.
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details.) The matching settings produced by observers
are always toward the adapting distortions. This im-
plies that the induced perceptual distortions are oppo-
site to the adapting distortions (refer to Fig. 3).
Regardless of the size of the test stimulus, observers’
settings for baseline and testing are significantly differ-
ent (usually in both horizontal and vertical directions).
However, it is also clear from inspection of Fig. 3 that
the FDAE is strongest for same-size (6.6°×7.5°)
targets, slightly weaker for smaller (3.3°×3.7°) targets,
and perhaps still weaker for larger (13.1°×14.8°)
targets. These results suggest that at least part of the
FDAE results from adaptation of a neuron population
that is selective for stimulus size. However, because the
largest difference in size between adapting and test
images in this initial experiment is only one octave, we
cannot yet tell whether there exists a size-invariant
component of the FDAE. Conceivably, the current
results could have been obtained by adapting a neuron
population whose members showed single-octave tun-
ing for stimulus size. This consideration partially moti-
vates the next experiment in which some adapting and
test faces differ by two octaves in size. This large
difference in size makes it unlikely that both faces
activate the same size-specific neural pathway.
4. Experiment 2
In this experiment, we use a design in which size of
adapting face is fully crossed with size of test face. This
yields nine conditions. The experiment is performed
first using upright faces (nine sessions), and then again
using inverted faces (nine sessions). The extreme cases
in which a small (large) test face is paired with a large
(small) adapting face provide an important test of the
size-invariance hypothesis because the adapting and test
faces differ by two octaves in size. A single neural
pathway responsive both to adapting and test faces
differing so dramatically in size could not reasonably be
called size-specific. Although Webster and MacLin
(1999) found that there is no difference in the magni-
tude of the FDAE for upright versus inverted faces,
they did not vary the sizes of adapting and test faces.
One goal of the current experiment is to investigate
whether the FDAE for inverted faces would show a
difference in size specificity compared to the FDAE for
upright faces.
4.1. Stimuli
The stimuli include: (1) the same set of faces used in
Experiment 1 (i.e. 2601 6.6°×7.5° upright face images;
the same number of upright face images of sizes 3.3°×
3.7° and 13.1°×14.8°); (2) inversions of all faces in (1).
Some distortion occurred in reducing the original
400×466 pixel images down to 200×233 images, and
even further down to 100×116 images. In particular,
in some of the minimum-size images, the eyes especially
suffered perceptible distortion due to pixel averaging.
When adapting and test faces were of different sizes
(especially in the case in which one or the other face
was minimal in size), these uncontrolled, size-specific
distortions may have attenuated the FDAE.
4.2. Procedure
4.2.1. Conditions
In this experiment, in contrast to Experiment 1, the
adapting image always has the same distortion (−1,1)
(the upper-left corner face in Fig. 1), but varies over
three sizes. This adapting face, although distorted, none
the less looks like a possible human face. The faces
used in the training stage are all equal in size to the test
faces used in the following two stages of the same
session. This insures that the training the observer
receives is precisely relevant to the adjustments required
in the following two stages. However, the sizes of
testing and training faces vary over three different
scales. Together, this gives a total of nine experimental
sessions. Since this experiment intends to examine both
upright faces and inverted faces, nine experimental
sessions are required for upright faces and nine more
experimental sessions for inverted faces.
4.3. Results
Independent samples t-tests were used to compare
the settings produced in the baseline and testing stages
of each session. The p-values can be found for upright
and inverted faces in Zhao (2000). For both upright
and inverted faces, significant FDAEs (p0.05) are
obtained in at least in one direction (either horizontal
or vertical) in each session for each observer. However,
the FDAEs are weaker when adapting and test faces
are of different sizes. These results confirm the results
of Experiment 1.
The means of the baseline and test settings are shown
in Figs. 5 and 6 for upright faces and Figs. 7 and 8 for
inverted faces.
Visual inspection suggests two dominant trends in
the data. First, it is clear that the FDAEs are stronger
when adapting face size and test face size are the same.
Second, there is an asymmetry when adapting to a
larger face and testing with a smaller face versus
when adapting to a smaller face and testing with a
larger face.
Statistical tests were carried out to test these observa-
tions. The results for the first visual observation can be
found in Zhao (2000) and confirm that there is a
same/same advantage in FDAE magnitudes. The re-
sults for the second visual observation can be found in
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Fig. 5. Results of Experiment 2 for upright faces—subject CC. Each plot gives the results from a single session. The triangle gives the mean of
10 baseline settings obtained in that session. The diamond gives the mean of 10 test settings, after adaptation to a distorted face with expansion
factors (h, )= (−1,1). The cross-hairs within each token give the standard errors of the means of the horizontal and vertical expansion factor
settings. The leftmost column (topmost row) plots were all obtained using a small adapting (test) face. The middle column (row) plots were all
obtained using a medium-size adapting (test) face. The rightmost column (bottom row) plots were all obtained using a large adapting (test) face.
Note that FDAEs are largest when adapting and test faces are equal in size. Note also that FDAEs tend to be larger when the adapting face is
larger than the test face than when the adapting faces are smaller than the test faces.
Zhao (2000) and confirm that there is an asymmetry
between adapting with a larger face while testing with a
smaller face versus adapting with a smaller face while
testing with a larger face. For observer CC, the FDAEs
are always larger when adapting to a larger face, inde-
pendent of distortion direction and face orientation.
Curiously, however, for observer CD, the FDAEs are
larger for horizontal distortion when adapting to a
larger face, but smaller for vertical distortion when
adapting to a larger face. This is true for observer CD
for both upright faces and inverted faces.
The FDAEs for upright faces versus inverted faces
were also compared by two-way ANOVA. It was found
that there are significant differences between the
FDAEs for upright faces and FDAEs for inverted faces
for at least one direction for both observers. (See table
in Zhao, 2000 for details.) Performance with upright
versus inverted faces is compared in Figs. 9 and 10. In
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these figures, upright triangles (pointing upward) give
the difference between mean test and mean baseline
setting obtained using upright faces in the given condi-
tion, and inverted triangles (pointing downward) give
the difference between mean test and mean baseline
setting obtained using inverted faces. For CC, these
differences all seem to be quite small: for this observer,
although differences in settings made using upright
versus inverted faces are statistically significant, they
are, none the less, small. However, CD shows larger
differences across these two conditions, differences that
conform to no obvious pattern.
4.4. Discussion
As the results show, there are significant FDAEs in
at least one direction for all 18 sessions (for both
upright and inverted face stimuli) for both observers.
These sessions include some extreme cases whose adapt-
ing and test faces differ by two octaves in size. This
Fig. 6. Results of Experiment 2 for upright faces—subject CD. The figure layout is as in Fig. 5. As for CC, the FDAEs for CD are largest when
the adapting and test faces are equal in size. Note that for CD, when the adapting image is larger than the test image, FDAEs are more
pronounced for horizontal expansion factors than for vertical. However, the reverse tends to be true when the adapting image is smaller than test
image.
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Fig. 7. Results of Experiment 2 for inverted faces—subject CC. The figure layout is as in Fig. 5. The pattern of results for CC is similar to those
obtained for CC using upright faces (compare to Fig. 5).
makes it unlikely that the FDAEs are due solely to
adaptation of a size-specific neural pathway that is
responsive to both size faces, since a two-octave size
span is implausibly large for a size-specific scheme (in
which every channel might reasonably be supposed to
span around an octave). Instead, this finding suggests
that a portion of the FDAE results from adaptation of
a neuron population where members are broadly tuned
for stimulus size. Note, however, that the FDAEs ob-
tained in all conditions in which adapting and test faces
differ in size are comparable in magnitude to the
FDAEs obtained in the most extreme conditions. This
suggests that in all experimental conditions in which
adapting and test faces differ in size, the observed
FDAEs are due primarily to adaptation of the same
size-tolerant neural pathway mediating the effect in the
extreme conditions. Conversely, this observation sug-
gests that the neuron population that yields enhanced
FDAEs for adapting and test faces of the same size is
probably quite narrowly tuned for stimulus size.
We have been assuming that the FDAE isolates
visual representations specific to face-processing. How-
ever, an alternative possibility is that spatial distortions
of the sort applied to facial images by Webster and
MacLin (1999) would induce FDAEs if applied to any
of a broad range of richly articulated images. For
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example, if one adapted to a distorted, well-textured
image of a suburban home, then perhaps an undis-
torted test face would appear no less distorted than it
would if the adapting image had been a distorted face.
If this were the case, then one would have to conclude
that the process producing the FDAEs was not specific
to faces at all, but rather reflected a more general
adaptation to spatial distortions of the image field.
That this is not the case is indicated by a manipulation
of Webster and MacLin (1999). They obtained strong
FDAEs by adapting with upright faces and testing with
upright faces, and also by adapting with inverted faces
and testing with inverted faces. However, a significantly
reduced FDAE was observed when the adapting face
was upright (inverted) and the test face was inverted
(upright). It should be noted, however, that a distortion
applied to an upright face is identical (due to the
horizontal and vertical bilateral symmetry of all of the
distortions used) to the same distortion applied to an
inverted face.
We conclude that the FDAE is not due exclusively to
some generalized adaptation to distortions of the image
field. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that
some (undoubtedly small) component of the FDAE
may reflect a more generalized adaptation to distortions
of the image field. It is unlikely, however, that such a
Fig. 8. Results of Experiment 2 for inverted faces—subject CD. The figure layout is as in Fig. 5. The pattern of results for CD is similar to those
obtained for CD using upright faces (compare to Fig. 6).
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the experiment results for upright versus inverted faces—subject CC. Plots are arrayed in correspondence with Figs. 5 and
7. Upright triangles (single vertex pointing up) give the mean test stage setting obtained using upright adapting and test faces; inverted triangles
give the mean test stage setting obtained using inverted adapting and test faces. Although FDAEs tend to be slightly larger using inverted faces,
patterns are quite similar.
generalized image field adaptation contributes signifi-
cantly to the FDAE obtained using adapting and test
images of different sizes. In the first place, distortion
gradients are identical only for adapting and test im
ages of the same size, suggesting that the influence of
such a generalized image field adaptation should be
strongest in this case. However, the result of Webster
and MacLin shows that contributions of such a mecha-
nism are small in this case. Furthermore, when the
adapting image is k times the size of the test image, the
distortion gradient (controlled by a spatial Gaussian
function) is k times steeper for the test image than for
the adapting image.
The asymmetry of the FDAEs obtained when adapt-
ing to a large face and testing with a small face versus
when adapting to a small face and testing with a large
face may be related to the fact that most adaptation
effects are selective for retinal location. Thus, when the
adapting face is larger than the test face, the entire test
face falls within the region subtended by the adapting
face. This is not true when the adapting face is smaller
than the test face. More generally, it seems natural to
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suppose that a larger population of neurons may be
recruited, at least at various early levels of processing,
to represent the structure of the large face than is
recruited to represent the structure of the smaller face
(simply by virtue of the fact that the larger face sub-
sumes so much more retinal area). However, we must
assume that whatever FDAE is obtained is derived
from neurons that are active in representing the struc-
ture of both the small and large facial images. It seems
likely that this shared contingent of neurons comprises
a larger fraction of the total set of neurons used to
represent the structure of the small face than of the set
used to represent the structure of the large face. If this
is true, then it is natural to anticipate (as was obtained)
a larger FDAE when the adapting face is larger than
the test face than when the adapting face is smaller than
the test face.
As observed in both experiments, the FDAE is
heightened when adapting and test faces are the same
size. It is possible that this same-size enhancement is
due in part to adaptation of some population of neu-
rons sensitive to low-level stimulus features such as
Fig. 10. Comparison of the experiment results for upright versus inverted faces—subject CD. Plots are arrayed in correspondence with Figs. 6
and 8. Upright triangles (single vertex pointing up) give the mean test stage setting obtained using upright adapting and test faces; inverted
triangles give the mean test stage setting obtained using inverted adapting and test faces. As for CC, CD’s FDAEs tend to be slightly larger using
inverted faces
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might be strongly influenced by the distortion gradients
present in adapting and test stimuli. As observed above,
Webster and MacLin obtained reduced FDAEs when
test and adapting images were opposite in orientation
(one upright and the other inverted). However, a partial
FDAE was still obtained in this case, an FDAE whose
strength was approximately 35% of the FDAE obtained
for adapting and test faces of the same orientations.
However, it is plausible to suppose that this residual
FDAE is due to adaptation to the low-level features
influenced by the distortion gradient. Distortion gradi-
ents are identical for same-size adapting and test faces,
but not for adapting and test faces differing in size. Thus,
any such low-level adaptation to distortion gradient is
likely to exert its strongest effect on the FDAE produced
by adapting and test faces of the same size. Thus, we
suggest that the heightened FDAEs obtained for same-
size test and adapting faces are due to preliminary,
size-specific processing. Note that this preliminary pro-
cessing need not be dedicated to face analysis. It may well
subsume general-purpose computations in lower cortical
or pre-cortical areas. We therefore suggest that in order
to isolate those components of the FDAE that have to
do specifically with face-processing, it may be advisable
to use adapting and test faces of different sizes.
Although an omnibus ANOVA comparing upright
versus inverted FDAEs is significant, the pattern of
results offers little evidence to argue that different
processes underlie the FDAE for upright versus inverted
faces. Very little difference is seen for observer CC
between the pattern of FDAEs obtained using upright
faces versus the pattern obtained using inverted faces.
This is particularly true if we restrict our consideration
to conditions in which adapting and test faces differ in
size. Although CD shows some significant differences in
FDAEs obtained using upright versus inverted faces,
these differences show no systematic pattern. Moreover,
as was true for CC, two of CD’s largest three divergences
occur in conditions in which test and adapting faces are
equal in size. Most importantly, there is no indication
that the FDAE shows a different degree of size invariance
for upright versus inverted faces.
5. Summary
We have investigated the transference of the FDAE
(Webster & MacLin, 1999) between adapting and test
faces differing in size. Significant FDAEs are induced
even when adapting and test faces differ by up to two
octaves in size, suggesting that some portion of the
FDAE is due to adaptational changes induced in a
size-invariant representation. Moreover, the FDAEs ob-
tained when adapting and test faces differ by only one
octave in size are comparable in magnitude to those
obtained with a two-octave difference. This suggests that
even for these smaller size differences, the obtained
FDAEs are due primarily to changes induced in the same,
size-tolerant representation that underlies the FDAEs
when adapting and test faces differ by two octaves.
FDAEs are larger when adapting and test faces are
equal in size, suggesting that for same-size test and
adapting faces, a portion of the FDAE is due to
size-specific processing. It seems likely that this size-spe-
cific component of the FDAE derives at least in part from
adaptation of low-level, non-face-specific neurons sensi-
tive to image features influenced by the distortion gradi-
ents introduced into FDAE stimuli. We cannot rule out
the possibility, however, that a portion of this size-spe-
cific component is due to adaptation of some size-sensi-
tive neurons involved specifically in face-processing.
Given the neurophysiological and neuropsychological
evidence supporting size-tolerant face processing, it
seems likely that the size-invariant component of the
FDAE is due to adaptation of neurons involved specifi-
cally in face processing.
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